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Turners Corner

FRASER VALLEY WOODTURNERS GUILD

President’s Corner

The Presidents corner this month is on Page 4, We were talking the other night and Murray
brought up a very good point that is demonstrated in this picture…. Are you in the picture? Which
are you…. See Page 4.
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Eric Lofstrom
Woodturner
March demonstration and seminar, see
inside for more details.

Calendar of Events

February Saturday

Event

Details

Contact

Malcolm Tibbetts Demo hosted
by the GVWG

World class demo on segmented Art Liestman
turning.

http://www.tahoeturner.com/
March 12 Thursday night &
Demos By Eric Lofstrom from
March 14, Saturday 9-4:30pm Washington State

Making a winged bowl

Murray Sluys

Thin walled turnings
Use of the bowl gouge
Sharpening your tools

Classifieds
Roughed out bowls. Over 120 to choose
from ranging from 6” to 12” Maple, English Walnut, Acacia, Plum, Cherry and
Box Elder. All are ready for turning. $1
per inch of diameter. Contact Colin at
604-576-1172 or cdelory@telus.net
Craftsman 10” contractor style table
saw. Cast aluminum table with steel
extensions. Good condition. $125.00
OBO
Delta 10” table saw and jointer. These
tools are on a common 110 volt motor so
they must be sold together. The table
saw is tilt table. Both are older, very
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commercial units. $500.00 OBO. I can
deliver if needed. Contact Ed Pretty at
604-888-5967.
Woodcut TRUGRIND Sharpening Jig
for Turning Tools (List price $139.95)
do me a Reasonable offer. Phone Adam
Christiaanse (604) 855-4252

Bowl Turning Classes. Saturday Jan 17,
9-12, call 604-794-3108 or see
www.murraysluys.com

Guild Lathe Rental The Guide has a
Mini Lathe that members can rent. Cost
$20.00 per Month. See the Librarian Don
Best for details.
Good starter Lathe:
$200, Contact Mike, 604-864-7590,
comes with stand and motor.
TURNERS CORNER

Focus on Fundamentals with Ed Pretty
A basic program for those new to turning—meets 6:30 pm to 7:00 pm
Jan. Meeting:
Bring to the meeting :

12" long straight spindle with 6" of
coves and 6" of beads. Diameter
isn't critical but the beads and
coves must all be the same size.

Feb. Meeting
Faceplate basics– turning the inside and
outside of bowls.

The subject of this months FOF is
“Copying” - turning one or more
units to pre-determined dimension
between centers.

Registration
Please ensure that you are up to date with
your annual dues.
Dues:
Adults - $35.00
Students $10.00
80 Years Young—No Charge

Editor’s Corner
The School is looking to have the guild
show the students some
examples of
wood turning for inspiration.
Derek has offered to make a DVD for this
purpose, If you have anything specific
you would like to have used let him
know.

Please see the registration Desk

Webster’s Corner
Guild Website: info@fvwg.ca

Check out our interesting sites. Click on
LINKS and check them out.
The education page is always looking for
more Woodturning articles. If anyone has
articles he or she would like published, email copy to Derek: www.info@fvwg.ca

Jan. 8 Meeting

Feb. 12 Meeting

Focus on Fundamentals: Turning one or more units to predetermined dimension between centers.

Focus on Fundamentals: Faceplate basics.

Fundamentals Gallery:

Fundamentals Gallery: Vase.

Demo Topic: Unique Decorations and Coloring by Larry Stevenson

Demo Topic: Rose engine lath demo by Harry Taylor

Presidents Challenge: Non-wood turned item.

Goodies: Perry Niehaus, Don Nelson, Sam Nelson,
Mike O’Leary, Bill Olsen.

Goodies: Doug Mantta, Marion Maynard, Brian Murphy, Lance
Murphy
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Presidents Corner

( Continued from Page one)

Happy New Year to all producers of wood chips. We are into the second half of our woodturning season
and there are good things coming. Check the upcoming events in this issue. Very quickly, in March, Eric
Loftstrom is driving up from the Tacoma area for a Thursday/Saturday to demonstrate some skills that
many of us use and others would like to understand. One skill is a detailed explanation of using a bowl
gouge correctly. I saw Eric in July at a one-day event in Washington State; of the four instructors, he stood
out as a young gifted communicator using video to illustrate detail and break the process down into steps.
This was followed by a live demo of the complete process. I wasn't surprised to discover that he was a professional teacher. We are expecting a good representation of our guild at this event along with a few members from adjacent guilds at this event.
On an other topic, I was speaking with a woodworking retailer about the type of membership our
guild attracts. Have a look at the picture of our membership on page 2. What do you see? I see one lady, a
couple of young chaps and a lot of old guys. IThis is very representative of guilds across the country. Is it
because younger people or the other gender are not interested? Is there something we are doing to exclude them? One of the retailer's customers mentioned that she was interested in attending but was somewhat intimidated by the membership profile. The sales person assured her that we were a great group and
very approachable. I hope she shows up and is welcomed by many members. Is there anything else we
can do to encourage a broader cross section of artists to our guild? We started the youth turning night to
address this. Maybe we need to do something to attract a broader cross section of people. Who knows
what great talent is out there.
Murray Sluys, (one of the old guys)
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FVWG Executive and Volunteers
FRASER VALLEY WOODTURNER’S
GUILD
We meet at Robert Bateman Secondary School
35045 Exbury Ave,
Abbotsford, BC
Room # 103 (Wood Shop)

Phone: 604-794-3108
E-mail: mjsluys@shaw.ca

Mailing address :
PO Box 716, Abbotsford BC V2T 6Z8

Website :
www.fvwg.ca

President

Murray Sluys

604-794-3108

Vise President

Lance Murphy

250-667-4489

Past President

Ian Fulford

604-820-2227

FOF Coordinator

Ed Pretty

604-888-5967

efpretty@shaw.ca

Newsletter Editor

Mike O’Leary

604-864-7590

kakuredojo@shaw.ca

Web Master

Derek Bird

Membership
Chairperson

Tom Edwards &

mjsluys@shaw.ca

www.info@fvwg.ca
604-855-4985

janner47@yahoo.com

Brian Murphy

Treasurer

George Geurts

604-858-9695

ggeurts@shaw.ca

Librarian

Don Best

604-858-8939

mail4best@shaw.ca

Program Coordinator

vacant

Social Conveners

Marion Maynard

604-847-0985

tinswood@shaw.ca

Roger Pitts & Robert
Caffrey

604-824-4046

romo2@shaw.ca

Raffle

Woodturning Mentors
These people have made themselves available to new turners that may have the odd question about a tool or
process. A short conversation or demo by an experienced turner can save you many hours of frustration.
Be respectful of their time. This service is not intended to take the place of woodturning lessons.

Jim Peardon(Abbotsford)604-852-1645

Joel Elder ( Pitt Meadows)604-460-0992

Colin Delory(Surrey)604-576-1172

Ross Paterson(Chilliwack)604-858-3953

Jim McMath(Abbotsford)604-870-0467

Bob Burke (Chilliwack) 604-796-9678

Bill Olsen(Surrey)604-574-4548

Sam Nelson (Agassiz & Harrison)604-796-9678

Wayne Cunningham(Abbotsford)604-855-5690

Jan. Demo: “Gilding” by Murray Sluys
Murray Sluys thought you would be interested in this
link to "Gilded Frame: Gilding Process" on the DIY
Network Web site:
http://www.diynet.com/diy/ww_decorative_furnishings
/article/0,2049,DIY_14441_3226706,00.html
This is an article on the gilding process by David
Marks.

http://diynetwork.com

Murray in full “ Guild” mode.

There are more pictures on the Web site. It was a great Demo and many thanks to Murray for all
that he put into it.
Editor.

Focus on Fundamentals:

Ed Pretty

Sanding Tip
In the last issue of American Woodturner, the journal of the AAW, I noticed a a small item in the “Tips” section. I chose to re-write this short item for two reasons. First, not every Guild member is a member of the
AAW and wouldn't get the magazine. Second, I tried a couple of alternative steps not suggested in the article.
Ed McDonnell of Parkland, Florida described how he applies sandpaper to frozen dessert sticks to sand corner
areas and at the same time not loose any crisp detail. He suggests adhering the sandpaper to the sticks with 3M
Super 77 Spray adhesive.
When I turn a foot on a bowl I like to start the foot with a crisp 90° turn from the bowl to the foot, forming, in
effect, a straight spigot on the bottom of the bowl. At that point I then turn a half-groove about 1/16” to 1/8”
from the bottom of the bowl. This leaves what appears to be a small transition ring at the top of the half groove
producing an appealing foot. I use a shear cut with a newly sharpened, square-cornered scraper, but nevertheless it still needs sanding. As you might imagine it is a stinker to sand the bottom of the bowl in the corner adjacent to the ring and sometimes vice versa, although the circumference of the ring is usually good to go. So
you see, I was interested in any trick that would make this easier.
I liked the idea but being a woodworker with zillions of dollars worth of woodworking equipment (according
to my ex-wife) and being sort of cheap and practical, I figured I had the smarts to fabricate my own “popsicle”
sticks – especially since I tend to keep pieces of wood that are handy for making said sticks. Secondly, I didn't
have any spray adhesive on the shelf (I have had, but not recently) and wasn't about to buy a can just to use a
tiny bit. Not only that, I wanted to try it now, not go to town before the idea cooled off. What I did have – and
I think this is a better idea – was some Permanent 3M Double Sided Tape. I got the tape some time ago at Michael's, but I'm guessing you can get it in stationary stores as well.
I sent my chunk of wood through the thickness planer and sized it to ¾” – the width of the tape. Obviously not
everyone has a thickness planer, but my table saw was piled high with “stuff” or I could have used that. Recently, I made a deal with the Devil: my eldest son needed some work done – a lot of hard work, as it turned
out. For that period of semi-slavery I received in consideration a Laguna bandsaw that has a killer resaw blade.
The 1” X 3 TPI carbide-tipped blade made short work of the ¾” blank, resulting in more popsicle sticks than
you could, well, shake a stick at – and relatively little sawdust. The “killer” blade produced a finish that didn't
require any further work. Again, you could use the table saw but your popsicle stick/sawdust ratio would be
reversed. I'll leave the thickness of your custom sanding sticks up to you.

Continued on Pg. 8

I cunningly cut the sticks to the length of a quarter sheet of sandpaper so that there would be no waste in either
department. After applying the tape to a stick I, uh, stuck one edge of the stick to one edge of the ¼ sheet and
trimmed the sandpaper off at the other side of the stick with a shop knife with a disposable blade. The extra tape
at the ends came off, too. Obviously the sandpaper will make short work of any cutting edge, ergo the disposable blade. In any case, the heaviest grit was 220 and I went up to 800. The blade still lives to fight another day.
Without the advantage of the article (it said to do this, but I forgot) it struck me that it would be a good idea to
write the grit size on the back of the sanding stick. The 220 was red, the 340 was gold, but I perceived a problem when I noticed that the 400, 600 and 800 were all gray.
The double sided tape isn't something that you can rub your thumb over to ensure a good bond to the wood and
neither is the sandpaper (unless you're really tough). I enlisted an old print roller I had from my photodeveloping days to squeeze the whole lot together nicely from the sandpaper side. You can replicate this with
any kind of roller – but a woodturner should be able to get his/her hands on something round to do the trick.
I found that I could use the stick file-fashion with the grain, but where it really shines (for getting those tight
corners) is back and forth with either the tip or the sides. As a section dulls, I move on. The stick is flexible yet
provides a good backing and I can grab it with the fingertips of one hand or both hands for ultra short strokes.
Ed Pretty

Woodturning Instruction and Demo Day with Eric Lofstrom
Fraser Valley Woodturners Guild

March 14, 2009
Cost $25

Saturday 9:00 am to 4:30 pm
Location TBA (Abbotsford area)

Eric Loftstrom is driving up from the Tacoma area for a Thursday/Saturday to demonstrate some skills that many of us use
and others would like to understand and improve on. I saw Eric in July at a one-day event in Washington State. Of the four
instructors, he stood out as a young gifted communicator using video to illustrate detail and break the process down into
steps. This was followed by a live demo of the complete process. I was not surprised to discover that he was a professional
teacher

Saturday's line up:
1. Sharpening skills (bowl gouge & scrapers using jigs & freehand)
2. Bowl gouge techniques (basic bowl turning, understanding the possibilities of this versatile tool & biomechanics)
3. Thin walled bowls (bowl turning techniques applied to going thin/
translucent)

Woodturning Instruction and Demonstration Day– Eric Lofstrom
There is nothing more powerful
than being inspired by an idea
and having the confidence to create
that one-of-a-kind piece on the
lathe…this is what woodturning
is all about!- E.Lofstrom
I stumbled upon turning in October of 2001 at a woodworking
store in Sumner, WA. Attending a
free woodworking demonstration
on turning pens and letter openers was all it took to hook my curiosity. Creating shavings on a
lathe consumed my thoughts for
the next few weeks as I wrapped
my brain around how a finished
piece could emerge from rough
materials so quickly! After hearing
all the details (several times), my
wife pursued this spark of excitement and set my woodturning
journey in motion with a mini
lathe and tool set for Christmas.
Years later, my woodturning enthusiasm continues to grow.
Like many turners, my woodturning adventures began with scraps
of 2x4s and “factory sharpened”

tools. Several startling catches in the
first few projects quickly focused
me on the why and how of creating
curls instead of settling for sawdust.
Gaining tool control and improving
my technique became a personal
quest. Whether creating a fitted lid
box or multi-axis turning, a translucent or winged bowl, a hollow form
or exploring surface embellishments, I enjoy projects which
stretch my skills and creativity.
In fall of 2002, I became a member
of the South Puget Sound Chapter
of the AAW and have served on the
board of directors since 2005. I enjoy representing our club at woodworking shows and regularly mentor
other turners at our monthly sawdust sessions. I began monthly demonstrations and teaching woodturning classes at local woodworking
stores in 2006. The constant exposure to other turners continues to
transform my awareness and understanding of turning fundamentals. I
am increasingly conscious of the
importance tool

control plays in creating pieces. I
believe it is not only important to
know which techniques work but
also why they work.
As a passionate teacher and
woodturner, I hope to impact the
world of woodturning by helping
others build confidence in tool
control and developing their own
voice in woodturning!

Editors note:

Has anyone got a few hours a month to help out. This month due to weather conditions I found it hard to get the newsletter out on
time. If this happens again is there anyone who would be able to kick in a lending hand every once in a while?????? Let me know.
Email me if you can. kakuredojo@shaw.ca

Mike O’Leary

